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Orr Kicks, Off American Studies Lecture Series
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Headlining the fall program of the
American Studies Lecture Series at Harding
University will be the president of the
National Association of Counties, a
nationally-known expert in motivation, and
an award-winning tour guide and-artist at
Valley Forge National Park, Pa.
Roy Orr, who has years of experience in
government and civic affairs, convention
and workshop speaker "Brick" Brickell and
tour guide George "Bucky" Walters will
visit the campus in September and October,
according to Harding President Clifton L.
Ganus, Jr .. director of the American Studies
Program.
Orr is scheduled to open the fall
lectures Sept. 17 in the George S. Benson
Auditorium on the Harding campus. In
addition to his duties as NACo president, he
has been mayor of DeSoto, Texas; president
of the DeSoto School Board, Lions Club and
Chamber of Commerce; a delegate to the
Democratic National Conventions of 1968,
1972 and 1980; treasurer of the National
Democratic County Officials; chairman of
the Texas State Democratic Executive
Committee; . and has held many other
distinguished positions.

October: A Busy
Month on Campus
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A host of activities have been scheduled
on the Harding campus during the month of
October, including the 58th Annual
Harding Bible Lectureship Oct. 14-17, the
22nd Annual World Missions Workshop
Oct. 23-25, and Homecoming '81 Weekend
Oct. 30-31.
Ten classes will elaborate on the theme
"Love One Another" for the first event. In
addition to the classes, the Lectureship will
, feature chapel presentations and both day
and evening lectures as well as musical
programs, special luncheons and dinner
meetings.
Fifteen hundred young people from
Christian schools aroung the country are
expected to attend the Missions Workshop,
with a featured theme of "Where in the
World?" Activities include featured lectures, multi-media presentations, panel
discussions and question-and-answer
sessions on six major mission fields.
Members ofthe classes of 1931 and 1956
will be guests- at a reception on the afternoon of Oct. 30, as Homecoming activities begin with a salute to the 25- and SOyear honor classes. At 5:30 p.m. Friday, all
alumni will gather in the Heritage Cafeteria
to hear John Gipson of Little Rock speak at
the Black and Gold Banquet. And at 8:15
p.m.,
the
Homecoming
musical,
'''Shenandoah,'' will be presented in Benson
Auditorium.
On Saturday the festivities continue for
alumni with a free Continental Breakfast
from 7:30 to 9 a.m. at the Hammon Student
Center. A special Alumni Chapel will begin
at 9:30, an art exhibit by actor Will Sampson will be open until noon, and at 11 :30 the
Homecoming Parade will begin from the

Roy 0"

Brickell, who has been an instructor and
sponsor with Dale Carnegie and Associates
for the past 35 years. is scheduled to speak
Sept. 22. A resident of Memphis. Tenn.,
Brickell has been both president and
member of the Board of Directors of the
International
Carnegia
Sponsors
Association. For the last 20 years he has
spoken in major cities of the United States
and the wor~. on.tgpics,$u.ch: as_motivation,
human relation~ and effective speech, and
has been called "one of the top
motivational speakers in America tciday."

"Brick" Brickell

Bucky Walters

Walters. a Phoenixville. Pa.' native. is an
artist as well as a tour guide. He studied for
five years at the Academy of Fine Arts.
Philadelphia. Pa .. and after five years of
military service during World War II.
continued his study in Paris. France and
Stuttgart. G~rmany. On returning to
America, Walters opened a studio in
Pottstown. Pa. and also began giving history
lectures to locaJ civil: groups.
.Officillls (If Freedoms POllnd.at ion at
Valley Forge heard Walters speak and
invited hi~ to· become a tour guide. which

·he does while dressed in an authentic
uniform of Washington's Life Guards.
Walters conducts the tours on a part-time
basis and· continues to operate an art studio.
He has received a George Washington
Honor Medal from Freedoms Foundation,
and is scheduled to speak Oct. 5.
According to Dr. Ganus, "We are pleased
to have men of this ~aliber who are able to
come to our c;ampus and speak. We feel
these ind·ividuals will uphold the tradition of
excellence which has been associated with
the American Studies Program."

Center for Management' Excell.ence
Established in School of Busi·ness
Harding University has established a
Center for Management Excellence in the
School of Business, according to President
Clifton L. Ganus Jr.
The purpose of the Center is to provide
management development opportunities for
local and state businesses and industries.
The program began with the fall semester of
school.
"We are committed to a strong business
program and believe the Center will enable
us to expand the seminars and programs
already in progress," Ganus said.
American Heritage Center.
At 2 p.m. Saturday the mighty Harding
Bisons will confront the University of
Arkansas-Monticello Boll Weevils in an
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference clash
at Alumni Field. During the afternoon and
evc::ning', various club. organizational, and
class reunions are scheduled at both on- and
off-campus locations. The Blackouts
Variety Show will be presented at 6:30 and
at 8:30 p.m., and "Shenandoah" will again
. be presented at 8:15 p.m. in Benson
Auditorium.
All in all, there will be lots of choices on
where to go and what to do, with familiar
faces, changed faces, new faces, old landmarks, .new additions and plenty of events
to choose from and mak~ your visit worthwhile.

Dr. Bob Reely. associate professor of
management. will direct the program.
Primary objectives of the Center will
include development of short term .
management development courses for
business and industry. These courses will
award continuing education credit. Other
areas will include coordination of the Small
Business Institute. sponsorship of the
annual Management Development Seminar
and establishment of an interschool

management competition in business
simulations at the high school leve.
In addition. Dr. Reely indicated a local
chapter of the Society for the Advancement
of Management. affiliated with the
American Management Association. has
been chartered for the University students.
An a·onual newsletter will be published.
Specific areas of management will be
covered in the short-term development
courses'l according to Reely. Attention will
be given to measuring one's leadership style.
management by objectives. motivational
techniques. problem-solving. interpersonal
communication skills. and group dynamics.
Dr. Reely joined the University in 1980.
He earned his doctorate in administration
from Auburn University in 1976 and served
as dean of institutional analysis and continuing education (1976-1980) for the Air'
Command and Staff College at Air
University. Maxwell AFB in Montgomery,
Ala. He is a mem ber of the White River
Personnel Managers' Association.

Order Your Tickets
Now for Homecoming.
See Coupon on Page 8.
Bob Reely

-

La:ridcJI1~'SJ'unde'rs':" Hig'h'lig'hts" '.,-,

Fall Tahkodah Conference
"In these hills today we as Christian
educators are determining the future of
unborn generations," keynote speaker
Landon Saunders told a spellbound
audience of some 190 persons assembled for
Harding's annual pre-session Faculty-Staff
conferenc.e August 21.
The statement climaxed talks by
Saunders on leadership and Christian
. education, serving to reinforce previous
points and to impress upon those present
the seriousness of their mission during the
coming year. Saunders, who heads the
Heartbeat outreach radio program, concluded by stating, "The bottom line for
Harding University is 'What is the most we
can do for one student?' "
James H. Cone, chairman of Harding's
Board of Trustees, then related some
positive things he remembered as a freshman here in 1944. "Faculty members
impressed me by their Christian example.
It's important to remember that teachers
are people first and teachers second," he
said. "Students should be closer to the Lord
when they leave than the day they come
here," Cone summed up, "and they also
should be taught to work. A frieri'd of mine
says he believes in working only half a day
- either 12 hours."
After a delicious lunch of fried chicken

and all the trimmings, the first of several
panel discussions got underway. "Student
Retention in the 'SO's" was the topic
presented by Dr. Jimmy Carr, Dr. Ted
Altman, Dr. David Burks. Durward
McGaha, Dr. Lew Moore, Dr. Harry Olree,
Dr. Joseph Pryor, and Lott Tucker Jr.
Projected declines in enrollment during the
decade of the 'SO's make it more important
than ever to retain students who enroll at
Harding, the panel said; and different
approaches to retention were discussed.
The Student Affairs Committee then
presented a panel discussion of the "Implementation ofInstitutional Objectives and
Policies," primarily dealing with policies
contained in the Student Handbook.
Members inclUded Dr. Jack Wood Sears,
Beth Wilson, Dr. Raymond Muncy, Dr.
Kenneth Davis, Dr. Wilt Martin, Barbara
Barnes, Dr. Ted Altman, Patty Barrett,
Eddie Campbell, Dr. David Burks, and Ted
Lloyd.
The final panel of the evening addressed
the topic "The Importance of My Example
as a Christian Educator." Dr. Edward
Sewell, Jerry Mynan, Dr. Dor~thy Wright,
Dr. Kenneth Davis, Dr. Don England, and
Dr. Carl Mitchell participated in the
discussion. Th~ day's activities concluded at
approximately 9 p.m.

Landon Saunders addresses Harding faculty and staff members at the fall Tah1codah Conference.

New Faculty Members Told
Nine new faculty members joined the
University program for the fall semester,
with three additions tQ the School of
Nursing, three to the School of Business and
one each to the departments of music,
physical education and social work.
The nursing faculty members include
Cheryl Clark, a graduate of California State
University at Los Angeles; Priscilla Parsons,

Fall Promotions
Announced

The J. E. and L. E. Mabee Business Building assumes form as the George S. Benson
Auditorium looms in the background.

Business Building on Schedule
Construction is on schedule for the
August 1982 completion of the estimated
$1.88 million Mabee Business Building at
Harding University. "The steel is up and the
brick work is about half finished," said Lott
Tucker Jr., Vice-President of Finance at
Harding.
The 33,000 square feet structure will
house an Educational Media Center,
Hedrick Memorial Conference Room,
academic computer center and eleven
,
classrooms.
One of the best advantages of the new
building will be that the School of Business
faculty will be housed in one single campus
location. According to Dr. David Burks,
Director of the School of Business, all
faculty offices will be located on the second
floor.
"We are excited about this facility
because it will enable us to do our work in a
more efficient way," Burks said. A special
feature will be the horseshoe design of seven
classrooms, with seating arranged in a
semicircle so that teachers can function
more as moderators. Two lecture halls are
also planned.
Pap 2

"These classrooms will be among the
most modern in the nation," Burks commented. Two lecture halls are also planned,
and three classrooms will have color video
monitors suspended from their ceilings.
Funding for the new building has come
from a wide range of sources. According to
Harding President Clifton L. Ganus, Jr., the
University has been awarded grants
totalling $750,000 from two foundations.
The lE. and L. E. Mabee Foundation of
Tulsa, Okla. has awarded a S6OO,OOO grant
to Harding towards the cost of the building,
which has in tum been named in their
honor.
A SI50,OOO grant bas also been received
from the Kresge Foundation of Troy, Mich.
AcCording to Ganus, many other friends
and supporters of the University have made
or pledged donations toward the cost of the
new School of Business complex.
"We're hoping to have the building
roofed and ready for inside work this
winter," said Tucker. "At this point we're
making decisions about the interior furnishings for the building, and getting ready
to order them."

Academic promotions were announced
for 26 faculty members and two recent
retirees at the annual Tahkodah pre-session
conference by President Clifton L. Ganus.
Now holding the rank of professor are
James R. Allen, Bible; Karyl V. Bailey,
physical education; David B. Burks,
business; Gary D. Elliott, English; Fred R.
Jewell, history; C. John Prock, physical
education; Don Shackelford, Bible; and
Ermal H. Tucke,r, business education.
Advanced to associate professor rank are
A. Gene Dugger, mathematics and Computing; Thomas M. Howard, political
science; Nancy L. Leslie, nursing; Larry R.
Long, English; Avon L. Malone, Bible; John
T. McKinney, Greek; Paul M.Pitt, art;
Michael V. Plummer, biology; Bob Reely,
management; Ed Sanders, Bible; Cathleen
M. Smith, nursing; Thomas M. Statom,
history; Van Tate, sociology; and Elizabeth
K. Wilson, home economics.
Linda D. Brown, nursing; Ronnie D.
Peacock, physical education; and Burdett
Henry Terrill, library science, received
advancements to the rank of assistant
professor.
James D. Bales, recently retired from the
Bible department, and Murrey Wilson,
recently retired from the department of
education, were named emeritus professor
and emeritus associate- professor, respectively.
Several administrative appointments were
announced at the conference.' Patpcia
Barrett was named acting dean of women;
Nancy S. Clark, assistant to the dean of the
School of Nursing; Kenneth L. Johnson,
director of the accounting program in the
school of business; Joe D. Jones, director of
the Christian Communications Program;
Lewis L. Moore, director of the Counseling
Center; Bob Reely, dire,ctor of Center for
Management ExceUence; and Byron A.
Rowan, assistant to the Vice President for
Finance.

who obtained the M.S.N. from the
University of Alabama at Birmingham, and
Mi~hael Niswander, who holds the B.S.N.
from Harding.
School of Business additions include Tim
Baird, who received a master's from the
University of Missouri at Rolla; James
Behel, who received the M.B.A. from
Auburn University, and W. David Perkins,
who is completing the M.B.A. at Memphis
State University. All ,a re Harding alumni.
Mrs. Patricia Cox, whose husband,
Travis, is a member of the music faculty,
joined the music department. She is a
graduate of Texas Women's University.
Randall Tribble, a Harding alumnus who
has been teaching at Ft. Worth, Texas, has
been added to the departmeAt of physical
education.
In social work, Susan Vaught, who holds
the master's in social work from the
University of Texas at Arlington, was the
addition.
Five others have returned from leaves of
absence. They include Linda Brown, from
graduate study in maternal-child nursing at
Indiana University in Evansville School of
Nursing; Lavon Carter, from doctoral study
in management at Memphis' State
University; Thomas Eddins, from doctoral ,
study in philosophy at Vanderbilt
University; Dwight E. Ireland, from doctoral study in psychology at the University of
Arkansas, and Paul M. Pitt, from graduate
study at Memphis State University,

ON THE COVER; Dwight Smith, Harding's new campus minister, spea1cs to a
large crowd of students gathered on the
lawn for an outdoor worship service
traditionally held during the first wee1c of
school.
.
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HARDING UNIVERSITY

';';"i'CA'MPUS"N'O't 'ES
Evan Ulrey (speech) spoke at the European Missions Seminar at the Sycamore Vice Church
of'Christ in Memphis Aug. 19, and attended the Arkansas Speech Communication convention in Hot Springs Sept. 12-13 . . . James MacKay (physical science) was awarded a
fellowship at the Northwest College and University Association for Science at Richland,
Wash., Atomic Energy Center ... Erie R. and Mona Moore (music) traveled in Egypt,
Israel, Greece' and other areas of the Mediterranean. ; . Paul Pitt (art) attended a Professional Potters Symposium Aug. 22 at the Arkansas Arts Center in Little Rock. The symposium was sponsored by the Ozark Foothills Handicraft Guild ... Clifton L. Ganus, Jr.
(president) and wife, Louise attended the European Lectureship in London, England Aug.
3-6. Ganus spoke Aug. 4 on the topic "To Every Nation." While there they saw several Harding alumni ... Duane McCampbell (English) spoke Aug. 16 at Abilene Christian University
on "Recent Political Trends in Conservative Christianity and the Restoration." McCampbell also has published several articles in the Arkansas Gazette, including "The Issues of
Arkansas' Act 590: Evolution vs. Creation," "Law and Morality," and "Preparation for
War: Weapons or People." Gary D. Elliott (English) attended the "Wyoming Conference
on Freshman and Sophomore English" July 6-10 at Laramie, Wyo. Elliott published an article in the September issue of The Explicator, entitled "Hemingway's 'The Light of the
World,' " and will read a paper entitled "Humanities and the Christian Professor" at
Oklahoma Christian College Oct. 2-3, and chair a discussion of that topic. He was recently
elected to the Board of Directors of the Searcy Noon Lions Club.

David Buries

Burks', Crouch Assume
Development,·Responsibilities

Two members of the faculty and staff
have assumed new roles in the institution's
development program, according to Floyd
Southwestern Life Insurance Company.
Daniel, Vice President for Development.
Dr. David Burks, Dean of the School of
"Students in Free Enterprise" comBusiness,
and David Crouch, Director of
petition seeks to challenge young people
Placement-Alumni
Relations, assumed the
anticipating business careers to devise and
additional
roles
effective
September 1. Both
implement programs to help preserve the
will
continue
to
work
in their previous
men
competitive American business system,
areas of responsibility.
thereby preserving for their generation and
Burks has been assigned the responthose that follow the opportunities for a
sibility
of working with selected corporate
better life which it provides.
and foundation constituents of the inProject goals are to offer solutions to
stitution as well as with individual donors.
problems confronting the American
He will be seeking to increase the financial
economic system. The participating insupport of these constituencies to the
stitutions are challenged through formal
school.
inter·collegiate competition to design and
In his new role, Burks will be working
implement free enterprise programs suited
with the sROusors of Harding's American
for their particular campuses and comStudies Program. He also will be developing
munities.
and / conducting business seminars for
Dr. Diffine explained the program, "Free
corporate supporters of Hanting.
enterprise is simply the idea of freedom
Burks is a 1965 graduate of Harding. He
applied to the marketplace, and that has
holds the M.B.A. from the University of
rarely been taught. We take the approach
Texas and the Ph.D. from Florida State
that economic individualism, private
University. Burks, a C.P.A., joined the
property and the market economy are not
Harding faculty in 1967 and was named
just neutral concepts. ,They are, in. fact,
Dean of the S~hool of Business in 1979.
worthwhile and attainabie goals. We're '
"David has been an outstanding teacher
supporting the system that supports us,"
and administrator at Harding. We are
indeed happy that we will be able to utilize

New Economics Team Selected
The Harding University Economics
Team, barely refreshed from a championship victory in national competition,
has regrouped to enter the 1981-82 regional
contest, which begins Sept. 11-12 in Dallas.
Vying with colleges and universities from
five states in the Mid-South Regional
"Students in Free Enterprise" competition,
Harding will be seeking a sixth first place
trophy in as many years. The competition
ends next April.
The team is composed of Sally Florence of
Worthington, Ohio; Paul Holliman of
Bartlesville, Okla.; Susan Collins of
Atlanta, Ga.; Penny Hightower of Mt.
Pleasant, Texas; Byron Carlock of
BlythevilJe. Ark.; Stephan Haynes of Little
Hocking, Ohio; David Hill of Nashville,
Tenn.; and Ellen Reid of Sugar Land,
Texas. Dr. Don Diffine, associate professor
of economics and director of the Belden
Center for Private Enterprise Education is
sponsor.
The competition, this year entitled
"Creative Capitalism," is co-sponsored by
the National Leadership Institute,
management training organization, and

Summer Grads
Pursue Studies

Left to right, Dwane Treat. Searcy Chamber of Commerce president; Arkansas Governor
Frank White and Lott Tucker, Jr., vice president offinance at Harding, are shown with the
Community Service A ward presented to the city of Searcy, one of 26 recipients statewide, was
cited for its addition of the George S. Benson Auditorium and the Owatonna Tool Company.
HARDING UNIVERSITY

David Crouch

Seven graduates of Harding's 1981
summer sessions have been awarded
financial scholarships or assistantships, Dr.
Joseph E. Pryor, vice-president for academic
affairs, announced recently.
Monte Bret Cox, of Newnan, Ga.,
received a financial scholarship to do
graduate work in the field of Bible at
Abilene Christian lJpiversity. Rick Straker
of Bozeman, Mont., was awarded a research
assistantship by the University of Nebraska
at Lincoln in marriage and family counseling.
Three graduates - Edward Arley Hale of
Kenova, W.V.; Gary Lee LuaIlin of Boulder,
Colo., and David A. Verret of Searcy received scholarships from the Harding
Graduate School of Religion in Memphis,
Tenn.
Clay Wilkerson of North Little Rock will
continue his studies at Harding University
as the recipient of a graduate scholarship in
education, while Daniel Phillip Summers of
Durham, N.C. will attend Memphis State
U~iversity this fall with the aid of an
assistantship in accounting.

his expertise for the advancement of
Harding through the development
program," said Daniel.
Crouch will be directing the school's
annual alumni Phonothon and the direct
mail fund-raising program. He has been
assisting in both of these areas, but now he
will have greater responsibilities in planning
and directing these two programs. Also a
part of his new role will be the supervision of
the computer areas of the Development and
Alumni Offices.
Crouch will also be involved in
inaugurating a volunteer annual fund
campaign for Harding. The campaign will
utilize Harding's trustees, development
council members, alumni and friends of the
institution as volunteer fund raisers for the
school.
Crouch is a 1970 graduate of Harding.
Since joining the Harding staff in 1970 he
has served as Director of the News Bureau
and Assistant Director of Public Relations.
He was appointed to his current position as
Director of Placement-Alumni Relations in
1975.
"David has been given increased
responsibilities since joining the staff. These
significant new respon~bilities will greatly
assist us in our total eff{)rt of institutional
advancement," commented Daniel.
"We are pleased that we have men of
their quality to fill these needs. Because of
the increasing demands for financial
support, we must be able to add quality
people to our development team,".he,added.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Football: lane College, Jackson, Tenn, .. ' , . .. ,. Sept. 12
Football: SW Missouri State, Springfield, Mo. . . .. Sept. 19
Development Council Meeting, , . . , . . , . , .. Sept. 25·26
Football: SE Oklahoma State, home . , , ..... , ,. Sept. 26
Parent's Night
lyceum: Silver Cornet Band .. . , .. . , , . , .. , .. " Oct. 1
Football: NE Okla, State, Tahlequah, Okla. , .. • • .. , Oct. 3
Pledge Week . . , . .. , .. • ....... , . , . , .. . " Oct. 5-9
Football: Arkansas Tech., home.. , .... , , . , , . " Oct. 10
58th Annual Harding University Bible lectureship
"love One Another" .. , . , , . . . . . . . . . . . • Oct. 14-17
Football: livingston University, home . . , , . ... , .. Oct. 17
World Missions workshop:
.
"Where in the World" , . , . . . . , , . . . . . . . . Oct.23-25
Football: Henderson State Univ., Arkadelphia, Ark... Oct. 24
Board of Trustees Meeting .. .. . . .... , ' ... , ., Oct. 30
Homecoming '81 Weekend .. , . . , .. .. . , , ., Oct. 30-31
Football: Univer5ity of Arkansas-Monticello . , , . ' " Oct. 31
Homecoming: "Haunts of the Pasf'
Football: Southern Arkansas Univ., Magnolia, Ark.. .. Nov. 7
AWH General Meeting.. , ......... . . . ... . , .. Nov. 9
Football: Ouachita Baptist Univer5ity, home. . . . .. Nov. 14
Basketball: Harding University
Invitational Tournament. ...... , . . . . . . . . .. Nov. 20
Football: Univ, of Central Arkansas, Conway, Ark. .. , Nov. 21
Thanksgiving Recess .. ..... . ..... , . . , .. Nov. 2~30

Pagel
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Ganus Calls Trip to Communist-bloc Nations a 'Learning Experience'

President Cl~fton L. Ganus Jr. finds Mongolia - one of three countries he visited this
summer:"'" on a map q/the wor/din his office.

the University of Houston. She is a realtor in
Farmington, N.M. She and her husband
have three children: Jessica, Olga and
Michelle. They reside at 316 North Butler,
Farmington, N.M .. 87401.

ALUMN-OTES
_ _WHAT'S NEW
Class of 1957
Bill Craddock (BA) is minister for the
Ninth Street Church of Christ in Canton,
Ohio. His wife, the former Venice Hazlett
(Special). is secretary of the Stark County
Christian Academy in Canton, Ohio. They
have three sons. Mark is a travel agent in
Miami Beach, Fla. Jeff graduated from
Ohio Valley College and is preaching for the
church in Palm Springs, Calif. Scott is 12
years old and is in the eighth grade at Stark
County Christian Academy. The Craddocks
reside at 3525 Banyan NW, Massillon, Ohio
44646.

Class of 1959
Thurman Alexander. a successful CPA,
decided he wanted to own his own business,
so he bought an AAMCO Transmission
Center. Now Thurman's second center is
being constructed in Plano. Texas, and he is
negotiating to purchase a third.
He resides with his family at Route 2, Box
318, McKinney, Texas 75069.

. ***

is a teacher with Central Arkansas Christian
School in North Little Rock. The couple has
three children. Ruth. Jeffrey and Barry, and
they reside at 6513 Curry Court, North Little
Rock. Ark. 72116.

***

by Bruce Cook
Spending three weeks in Communistbloc countries this summer was both a
learning and a depressing experience,
, Harding President Clifton L. Ganus, Jr.
recently stated .
. Dr. Ganus, a vetera~ traveler who has
visited in sO,me 60 countries around the
world, was a member of a tour group
which covered parts of Mongolia;
Siberia, and the United Soviet Socialist
RepUblic. The group, composed of ten
Americans and their English-speaking
guide, left New York and flew to
Moscow, stopping in Helsinki on the
way.
The trip marked Ganus' third time to
visit Russia, and he was able to spend
more time with the natives than other
members of the group, since' he had
already seen the standard tourist attractions such as monuments and
buildings.
Instead, he concentrated on learning
about the lifestyles and religious
practices of the native people. Ganus
attended worship services at a Russian
Orthodox church in Siberia and a
Buddhist temple in Mongolia. He also
strolled through the market places of
various cities, comparing prices, quality,
and availability of merchandise.
Ganus also 'roughed it' for two days in
the Gobi Desert by living iB a yurt - a
round tent similar to the hogans formerly
used by Indians of the American West.
Other stops on the trip included ones at
the Hujert Sanitorium for lung disease
victims, famed Lake Baikal (the deepest
fresh-water lake in the world), and Kara
Khorum, 13th Century capital of
Ghengis Khan's world empire.
While in Moscow, Ganus spent an
hour-and-a-half visiting with the
"Siberian Seven," a group of Pentecostal

\

Charles H. Boddy (BA) is minister for the
Concord Street Church of Christ in
Orlando, Fla. He and his wife, Machie, have'
two children: Sherri and Charles Jeffry. The
family lives at 401 Radebaugh Court,
Longwood, Fla. 32750.

***
Patricia Forsee Pitre (BA) received the
M.Ed. degree in 1978 from LSU and is
teaching in the public schools in Baton
Rouge, La. Her husbana, Robert ('59), is
sales-office and warehouse manager with
B.M. Tires. The couple has two children:
Christopher and Teresa, and they reside at
16834 Ft. Pulaski, Baton Rouge, La. 70816.

***

, Edward "Ted" Cline (BA) has authored
his third book, Searching' for Real
Christianity. published in August by Star
Bible Publications, P.O. Box 181220, Fort
Worth, Texas 76118 (paperback, 100 pp.,
$2.50). It is directed especially to the
younger generation. He is pulpit r1Jinister
for the Southwest Church of Christ in
Phoenix. Ariz. He, his wife', Elwyna Sue,
their two daughters and son, live at 5516
North 40th Avenue, Phoenix, Ariz. 85019.

Class of 1963
James Moffett (MRE) is minister for the
Raleigh Church of Christ in Memphis,
Tenn. He has been with them for 25 years.
Moffett received the first "Alumnus of the
Year" award given by Harding Graduate
School. He and wife, Peggy, have three
children: Marla Jane Grubbs, Lora Lee
Smith, and James Timothy.
The Moffetts reside at 5086 Oak
Meadows Avenue, Memphis, Tenn. 38128.

***

believers who have lived in the basement
of the American Embassy for the past
three years. Three armed guards are now
stationed at each entrance to the Embassy in order to discourage similar
attempts, Ganus reported.
In Russia, a)most all Protestant
members of the Christian faith are
referred to as "Baptists," Ganus said,
regardless of denominational affiliation,
because the Baptist Church is one of the
few recognized religious organizations in
the country and because of the
customary practice of baptism.
The city of Leningrad and its suburbs,
which the group visited for four days, has
a population of seven million, with 16
religious centers, Ganus said, including
Baptist, Catholic, and 12 Russian
Orthodox churches; a Jewish synagogue,
and a Moslem mosque. In general, he
said, there is one religious facility
available for every 160,000 people living
in the Russian cities he visited.
Christianity is tolerated in the Soviet
Union, Ganus reported, but it is looked
upon with suspicion, and believers are
deDied any important positions within
the country. Young Christians are also
denied the opportunity for a college
education, he said.
"In one city I saw 52 people in line to
buy an ice cream cone," Ganus said, and
laughingly added, "I joined them, but it
wasn't as good as American ice cream."
"There is a sense of depression
throughout Russia," he said, adding,
"It's the on,ly country that I have visited
where people on board the planes leaving
the country clap their hands and yeU,
'Hoorayl' "
Ganus said he doubts that he will ever
return to the Soviet Union. "You don't
go there for.1un; you go to learn," he
concluded.

time in the Pepperdine University German
Bible School in Heidelberg. He and wife,
Elsbeth, have two children: Lydia and
Gilbrieia Grace. They reside at 19
Oestricher Strasse, D-62oo Wiesbaden,
West Germany.

Class of 1965
Jerry B. Hollis (BA) is preaching for the
church in Burlington. Mass. He and his
wife, the former Patty Shull (BA), have two
sons, Kirk and Ryan. The family resides at
342 Cambridge Street, Burlington, Mass.
01803.

Class of 1966
The Blue GraSs Regional Mental HealthMental Retardation Board honored Delmer
Odell (BA) recently for his work as county
coordinator of the Mercer County (Kentucky) Comprehensive Center.
Odell received the Most Valuable Employee Award, and was selected from among
the board's approximately 300 employees.
Odell coordinates the activities of a 10member staff and also serves as a therapist.
Odell and his wife, the former Delores
Handley (BA '67), have three children:
Gere, 11; Hettie, 7; and Joel, 3. The family
resides at Route 7 Bellows Mill Road,
Harrodsburg, Ky. 40330.

Class of1960

Donald R. Taylor (BA) is a teacher at
Magnolia Bible College in Kosciusko, Miss.
and minister for the Carthage Church of
Christ. He and his wife, Virginia, have three
children: Bruce, David and ·Suzanne. The
family lives at 107 Coleman St., Kosciusko,
Miss. 39090.

Robert D. Wingfield (BA) received the
M.S. degree in counseling in 1980 from the
University of Central Arkansas and is
minister of counseling with the Sixth and
Izard Church of Christ in Little Rock. His
wife. the former Willa Deane Starling (BA),

Class of1961

Ellis D. Williams (BA) is a sales
representative with Tenn-Edd Products, a
Maryville. Tenn. distributor for school
furnishings. Williams WilS the highest
volume salesman in 1980. He is married to
the former Freeda Turney ('64), who is a
secretary with Rockwell International in
Memphis. They reside at 7094 Brunswick
Road, -Arlington, Tenn. 38002.

Mrs. Donald R. Moseley, the former
Willene Looney. received the B.S. degree in
commercial art. in 1961 from Lamar
University and attended graduate school at

Class of1964

Class of 1970

Ludwig A. Klinke (MA) is preaching for
the church in Wiesbaden and teaches part-

Ben B. Boothe (BA), vice president of
commercial lending at Security National
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Class of1969
H. B. F[rank, Jr. (MA) has been in
England since 1970 as a missionary. He and
his wife, Helene, have five children: Stan,
Paula, Joel, Molly and Lisa. They reside at 3
Waverly Road, Lowton, Warrington, WA3
2HE England.

HARDING UNIVERSITY
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•

• • •"

Bank of Austin, has been included in: the
1981 Outstanding Young Men of America.
In 1980, he was named "One of Texas' Fifty
Movers and Shakers," and was featured in
Texas Business and Texas Monthly
magazines.
The Fort Worth Chamber of Commerce
recognized him in 1979-80 for contributions
attracting new business and industry to Fort
Worth. He is regular writer for several
'- publications, and is currently editor of the
Texas Bankers Newsletter, and a trustee for
Mission Journal.
Boothe is married to the former Paulette
Holbrooks ('71) and they reside at- 10500
Morningdove Drive, Austin, Texas 78750.

•

•
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Class of 1977
Margo McMillin Black (BSN) is a
registered nurse and critical care instructor
with Le Bonheur Children's Hospital In
Memphis, Tenn. Her husband, Mark (MA
'81) entered Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. this fall to begin doctoral studies.
They currently reside at 3810 Kearney,
Memphis, Tenn. 38111.

***
Donald R. Logsdon (BS) graduated May
15 from the Ranch Management Program
at Texas Christian University. He is employed as a ranch assistant on the Four G
Ranch at Hempstead, Texas. He is married
to the former Susan Rampton ('74) and they
reside at Four G Ranch, Route 3, Box 112B,
Hempstead, Texas 77445.

•••

Bryant K. Culpepper (BA) is a captain in
the United States Army currently co-located
with the German Air Force as a nuclear
weapons custodian. He is the executive
officer of the 35th U.S. Army Artillery
Detachment and will soon move to the S-3
Operations Center located with the 5th U.S.
Army Artillery Group in Biiren, West
Germany. Cpt. Culpepper's address is 5th
USAAG, APO New York 09171.

Class of 1974
Debby Dillard (BA) is the head of the
mathematics department of Dallas
Christian School. She resides at 2524 Interstate Blvd. Apt. J, Mesquite, Texas
75150.

•••

•••

Stan Taylor (BA) is owner and manager of
Save-A-Lot Discount Foods in Mt. Vernon,
Mo. It is a franchise organization whose
parent company is General Grocer.
Previously, he was a teacher and coach for
seven years in Louisiana and Missouri, the
last two years at Mt. Vernon.
He and his wife, Merlene, have two
children: Trisha, 3 and Trent, 5 months.
They reside at S06 Country Lane, Mt.
Vernon, Mo. 65712.

Mrs. Robert McCartney, the former
Cheryl Nichols (BS), received the M.Ed.
degree in Counseling from the University of
Arkansas in 1980. She is working as social
services director for the Gatesway Foundation in Broken- Arrow, Okla. Her
husband, Robert, is district manager for the
Oelwein 'Chemical Company.
The couple resides at 419 South Elm
Court, Broken Arrow, Okla. 74012.
.

•••

•••

Don Shores (BA) received the Ph.D.
degree in speech this summer from the
University of Florida, and has been inducted into Phi Kappa Phi. Dr. Shores has
joined the faculty {)f Pepperdine University,
Malibu, California as assistant professor of
broadcasting. He is married to the former
Kathy Burton (BA '73) and they have two
children: April, 3, and Robyn, 6 months.
The family resides at 19 Oakleaf Avenue,
Agoura, Calif. 91301.
....

"
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•

Bob Israel (BA) went with a grou p of
campaigners in June to Ghana, West Africa
in order to study with World BiDle School
students. There were over 1,300 baptisms in
the combined efforts of two groups, one
working in Ghana and one in Nigeria. Bob
and wife, Sarah, have five children; Angel,
Faith, Nathaniel, Robbie, and Christian
Lincoln. The family lives at 1002 Central,
Laurel, Del. 19956.

Class of 1972

Tim McNeese (BA) received the master's
degree in history in 1981 from Southwest
Missouri State University. He is history

•

Class of1976

Joseph W. DeYoung, Jr. (MA) is administrative assistant and child care worker
with Boles Home in Quinlan, Texas. He is
also minister for the Ables Springs Church
of Christ. He and his wife, Judy, have five
children: Philip, Joseph Mark, Joel, Jeremy
and Jennifer. The family resides at Boles
Home, Quinlan, Texas 75474.

•••

•

Mickey Randolph (BA) has been selected
to appear in the 1981 edition of Outstandi';'g
Young Men of America. He is the youth
minister for the College and Locust Streets
Church of Christ in Mesquite, Texas. He is
finishing work on a master's degree at ACU.
His wife, the former Liz Chappell. ('78) is
working on a master's in home economics at
East Texas State University. They reside
with one-year-old son, Jonathan Shane, at
604 Lakeside, Mesquite, Texas 75149.

Class of 1971

Nancie Gamer Bailey (BS) is Division
Personnel Manager of Blue Bell, Inc.,
maker of Wrangler menswear, in
Hackleburg, Ala. She was included in the
1980 edition of Outstanding Young Women
ofAmerica, and received the M.B.A. degree
in Business in 1977 from the University of
Arkansas.
Her husband, Jimmy, is an electrical
engineer with South Central Bell Telephone
Company. The couple resides at 715
Chestnut Drive, Russellville, Ala. 35653.

•

teacher at Seymour High School, Seymour,
Mo. McNeese has been included in Outstanding Young Men of America and read a
history paper at the Phi Alpha Theta
History Conference at Stillwater,
Oklahoma.
He is married to the former Beverly Doty
imd they have two children: Noah Michael
and Summer Elizabeth. The family resides
at 2325 South National, Springfield, Mo.
65804.

William Mitchell Murphy (BA) recently
earned the Ph.D. degree in Educational
Leadership from Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale. His dissertation
involved a case study of Luckett Christian
Academy and the motives of parents for
Christian Academy choice. Murphy is an
elementary principal in Poplar Bluff, Mo.
He is married to the former Susan Fowler
(BA). They have two daughters: Amy and
Jamie. The family resides at 2005 Schweitzer, Poplar Bluff, Mo. 63901.

Class of197S

•

Danny L. Duclos (]!A) is a teacher and
swimming coach at Dubuque High School,
Dubuque,Iowa. He and his wife, Lorene,
reside at 2950 Hales Mills, Dubuque, Iowa
52001.

•••

Mark Anthony Davis received the Doctor
of Dental Surgery degree from Baylor
College of Dentistry on June 13, 1981. He is
married to the former Laura Koester ('78).
Their address is Fairfield Bay Dental Clinic,
Fairfield Bay, Ark. 72088.

...

,

James Waiters (BA) is a Bible instructor
at Harding University and minister for the
McRae Church of Christ. He is married to
the former Marla Beasley ('79) and they
have two children: Charissa Cay and
Elizabeth Ann. Their address is P.O. Box
91, McRae, Ark. 72102.

•••

Randy Givens (M.Th.) is a missionary in
Belgium. He and his wife, Carol, have one
daughter, Mary Leanna, 1. The family
resides at 7 Place du Roi Vainqueur, Bt.12,
1040 Bruxelles, Belgium.

•••

Mari McClain Roberts (BS) is a prepared
childbirth instructor and Tupperware
dealer. She is certified to teach Lamaze

Seeking information and renewing old friendships during registration, Tim Costello qf
Huntsville. Ala. and Cynthia Jarrett qf Harrison. Ark. stop by the Information Booth staffed
.
by members of Knights social club.
classes through the American Society for
Psychoprophylaxis in obstetrics. Her
husband, Richard (BS '78) is a CPA and
internal auditor with Amerada Hess in
Tulsa, Okla. The couple are at home with
daughter, Amy, at 1804 N. Elm Street,
Owasso, Okla. 74055.

Class of1978
Shauna R. Lawyer (BS) is working with
the Oklahoma Department of Human
Services in the medical assistance unit as a
social worker. She resides at 6200 North
Meridian No. 106, Oklahoma City, Okla.
73112.

•••

Darla Stan age (BA) received the MAT
degree July 24 from DePaul University in
her hometown of Greencastle, Ind. She
,resides at 147 Roslyn NW, Canton, Ohio
44708 and teaches in the Stark County
Christian Academy in Canton.

Bandy ('82), is a student at Texas Christian
University majoring in'interior design. The
couple lives at 3537 Suffolk, Ft. Worth,
Texas 76109.

.**

Hope Dadmun Beam (BSN) is public
health nurse for Chesterfield County Health
Department, Chesterfield. Va.!ier
husband, Mike ('80), is a physical therapy
student at the Medical College of Virginia.
They live at 752 Sturgis Drive, Richmond,
Va. 23236.

*.*

Marlea McMillin Johnson received the
B.S. degree in education in 1979 from
Memphis State University. Her husband,
David Mark (BS '77) is a CPA with Gulf
Coast Grain Company in Memphis. The
couple resides with son, Zachary, at 780
Normal Circle, Me~phis, Tenn. 38111.

*.*

•••

Mark Alan Penner (M.Th.) is campus
minister of the church in Lincoln, Neb. He
and wife, Leslie, have two children: Benjamin and Jonathan. The family resides at
250 Cottonwood Drive, Lincoln, Neb. 68510.

•••

Kevin Dalafave (BS) is working as
computer programmer-analyst with
Computer Power in Jacksonville, Fla. His
wife, Carolyn, is a medical technologist. The .
couple lives at 2242 Ernest St., Jacksonville,
Fla. 32204.

Bruce R. Rollins (MAR) is associate
minister for the church in Worcester, Mass.
He and wife, Brinda, have one daughter,
Amber Lee, and they live at 161 West
Mountain Street, Apt. 41B, Worcester,
Mass. 01606.
Michael D. Binns (BA) isa ,computer
operator with Wal-Mart in Searcy. His wife,
the former Kay White (BA) is a legal
secretary with a law firm. They reside at 601
Ethel Drive, Searcy, Ark. 72143.
Class of 1979
Robert R. Amis (BA) is working for
Federal Express in Memphis, Tenn. His
wife, the former Rolana Klundt ('82) works
at the Dutch Pancake House. The couple
resides at 1587 Cherry Road, Apt. 2,
Memphis, Tenn. 38117.

•••

Cliff Parker (BBA) is senior accountant
and CPA with Price Waterhouse in Ft.
Worth. Texas. His wife, the former Pat

..'"

•••

Frans Spetter (CCP) is pUlpit minister for
the Church of Christ in The Hague,
Holland. He and wife, Odilia, have three
children: Maurits, Natalia and Geoffrey.
The family lives at Kappeijnestraat 2D,
3039 PG Rotterdam, Holland.

•••

Chris Harper (BA) is assistant manager
with Nelson Elevator in Nelson, Mo. He is
married to the former Sharon Faye Bradley
('78) and they have one son, Aaron William.
PageS

German Missionary Family Visit~ United States
by Alice Ann Kellar
Gottfried Reichel (BA '53), speaker
since 1965 for the World Radio Gennany
radio program, visited the Searcy
campus briefly late in the summer on a
tour of churches and individuals to
secure the future of the highly successful
evangelistic broadcast.
The minister, who conducts meetings,
retreats, lectureships and numerous
other mission efforts in addition to the
radio broadcasts in his native Germany
and behind the Iron Curtain, had been
notified that the present contract for
broadcast time over powerful Radio
Luxembourge will not be renewed by the
former sponsors when the contract
legally expires January I, 1982.
Therefore, he was in the States to
consult the elders of the Johnson Street
Church of Christ in San Angelo, Texas,
whose congregation had been involved
with Reichel's evangelistic efforts in
Munich since 1953.
On JUly 8 the Johnson Street elders
resolved to take over sponsorship of the
work and pledged 55,000 toward air
costs on the 600,000 watt station. An
additional 512,000 had been pledged.
Efforts were begun to find the
remaining 535,000 necessary for the
broadcasts to continue being beamed
twice each day. Since the programs

The family resides at Route 2, Nelson, Mo.
65347.

***
Fran Till Tyler is a claims examiner with
Blue Cross-Blue Shield in Birmingham, Ala.
She received the B.S. degree in 1980 in
Home Economics from Memphis State
University. She has been included in
Outstanding Young Women of America
and is a member of several honor societies.
Her husband, Eric (BS '77), is resident
physician at Children's Hospital in Birmingham. The Tylers live at 3201 Greendale
Road. No. I, Birmingham, Ala. 35243.

***
Wayne Toye (BA) is minister for the
Sunshine Church of Christ in Portsmouth,
Ohio. He is married to the former Susan
Butler (BS '78) and their address is Route 2,
Box 192-A, Sciotoville Station, Portsmouth,
Ohio 45662.

***

Douglas M. Hall (BS) is assistant director
of interrial auditing with Mid-America
Industries in Ft. Smith, Ark. He resides at

started many thousands of pieces of mail
have been J'eceived from at least 30
different countries, many of which are
located behind the Iron Curtain. In 1970
the work took an added dimension with a
Tape Mission, offering sermons on small
tapes and cassettes for homes and
hospitals.
Later a follow-up center, with offices,
recording studio and storerooms, was
added.
A former Hitler youth, Reichel was
converted to Christianity shortly after
World War II and came to Harding as a
student in 1950. He returned with his
wife Hannelore and four children to
serve as Visiting Professor of Missions in
1972. Since then he has made numerous
visits, including one to receive the
Distinguished Alumnus award in 1979.
Two of his children, Michael and
Katharina, have been graduated from
Harding and Katharina is currently
pursuing the master's degree here.
Reichel returned to Germany in
August, but is expected to be in the
States again in October for finalizing the
fund-raising efforts. Persons interested
in more details of the work may contact
the Johnson Street congregation in San
Angelo or write the evangelist at
Grauhundener Str. 59, D-SOOO, Munich
71, ,West Germany.

Route I, Box 134A, Rudy, Ark. 72952.

***
Matt P. Simmons (as) has just completed
Officers Training School at San Antonio,
Texas and is a second lieutenant in the U.S.
Air Force; He is now enrolled in the Air
Force Institute of Technology to study
electrical engineering. He is married to the
former Teresa Ann Craven (BA) and they
have- one daughter, Elizabeth Anne, one
year old. The family resides at 108 East
Dayton, Fairborn, Ohio 45324.

***
Jeramy Ann Hammer received the B.E.E.
degree in electrical engineering in 1981 from
Georgia Tech. She is employed as an
assistant engineer with IBM in Manassas,
Va. 22110. She resides at 7579 Margate
Circle 202, Manassas. Va. 22110.

***
Van Phillips received the A.A. degree in
electronics in 1977 from Nashville Tech,
Nashville, Tenn. He worked for over a year
with the 3M Company, and is attending
Tennessee Tech at Cookeville, majoring in

Gottfried Reichel of Germany was in the United States recently to raise funds for the
World Radio Germany evangelistic radio program. Gottfried is a former Visiting
Professor of Missions and Distinguished Alumnus. Wife. Hannelore. is at left. Two
children have been graduated from Harding - Michael and Katharina - - and
Katharina is cu"ently pursuing the master's degree here.

electrical engineering. He resides at 906
Percy Warner Blvd., Nashville, Tenn.
37205.

Class of 1980
Jana-Lynn Smith (BA) is working with
WMPA-WHRK radio in Memphis as
assistant traffic director. She lives at 1557
Central No.3, Memphis, Tenn. 38104.

***
Stephen H. Adair (M,Th.) is minister for
the Church of Christ in Rock Island, Ill. His
wife. the former Sharon Marie West ('75) is
a medical technologist. They reside with
son. Christopher - Stephen, at 2215 9th
Street. Rock Island, III. 61201.

***
/ Michael R. Scott (BBA) is financial
analyst with MEl Corporation (a soft drink
manufacturer) in Tulsa, Okla. His wife, the
former Tamra Sue Cherry ('83) is lease
records clerk with Reading & Bates
Petroleum Company. The couple lives at
1442 South 122nd E. Avenue, Tulsa, Okla.
74128.

Class ofl981
Steven Barnhart (BBA) is working for the
3M Company i'n St. Paul, Minn. as accountant in the controller's department. His
wife, the fanner Lisa Duncan (BA '80) is
attending the Graduate School of Library
Science. University of Minnesota. The
couple lives at 167 North McKnight, Suite
202. St. Paul, Minn. 55119.

***
Timothy L. Kirksey (BBA) is ' an accountant with Pennzoil Company in
Houston, Texas. He and wife, Janice, reside
at 10700 Fuqua no. 112, HoustoQ, Texas
77089.

***

Taro FujUawa, a loplwmore from UUyGmG. JaptDl, receiVeI COIUIIeIi1I1 lIUUUIIIt:e]'fOlll ur.
Joe Pryor, vice president for academic affairs. during the busy registr:ation week. (Photo by Yo
Kurabayashi)
.
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First National Bank of Atlanta as a
management associate. Zuccolo, 29, will
serve in various divisions of the bank to
acquire general knowledge of hank
operations and will eventually be assigned to
a specific bank division.
He is presently serving in the credit
analysis department of the bank.
Prior to joining First Atlanta, Zuccolo
worked fro Damart Ltd. of Switzerland
from 1977 to 1979, and for Central Service,
in Paris, France, from 1973 to 1977.
He is a native of Cassato, Switzerland. He
and his wife, Louann, reside at 3201
Wood trail Village, Norcross, Ga. 30093.

***

John W. Elias (MAR) is minister for the
Campus View Church of Christ in Athens,
Ga. He and wife, Cherry, have two children,
Tearsa and Jonathan. The family resides at
SSO Cedar Creek Drive, Athens, Ga. 30605.

***
Kent Hartman (M.Th.) is youth and
education minister for the 29th and Yale
Church of Christ in Tulsa, Okla. He and
wife, Nancy, have one child, Heidi Lyn.
They live at 4922 East 29th Place, Tulsa,
Okla. 74114.

***

Luanne Bukowich (BA) and Patti Clark
(BA) are now living in Enid, Okla. where
they both teach at Enid Christian School.
They reside at 2501 Hunter's Hill Drive,
Apt. 321, Enid, Okla. 7370C

***
Larry E. Chouinard (M.Th.) is minister
for the church in Woodland Hills',
Calif. He and wife, Janet, have one
daughter, Shannon Julianna. The family is
at home at 22861 Lull St., Canoga Park,
Calif. 91304.

***

William Duane Stuart (M.Th.) is minister
for the Church of Christ in Warsaw, Ind. He
is married to the former Sharon Holderby
(BS '73). They reside at Box 787, County
Road 225 South, Apt. 32, Winona Lake,
Ind. 46590.
.

Vera Wallis (BBA) is business education
teacher with Crowley's Ridge College,
Paragould, Ark. Her address is P.O. Box
138, Crowley's Ridge College, Paragould,
Ark. 72450.

***

Edward P. Myers (MAR) is minister of
the Church of Christ in Chatham, N.J. and
working toward the Ph.D. degree in
Theoological and Religious Studies at Drew
(TRiversity, Madis~lD. He was listed in
Outstanding Young Men of America in
1980. He and wife, Janice, have three

Erika Petrich (BA) is working with
Channel 11-TV in Little Rock. She resides
at 2400 McCain Blvd., Apt. 1027, North
Little Rock, Ark. 72116.

***
Mark Rr Zuccolo (BBA) has joined The

***
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Gipson ~t() Spea"
kat Diiirie-r

Kenlohnson

Johnson Earns DBA
Dr. Kenneth L. Iohnson, assistant
professor of accounting at Harding
University, has been appointed Director of
the Accounting Program, according to Dr.
David Burks, Dean of the School of
Business.
Iohnson, who joined the Harding fa,culty
in 1976, re,cently was awarded the doctorate
in business administration from Louisiana
Tech University, Ruston, La.
In making the announcement, Burks
said, "We are espec~lIy pleased to
acknowledge the promotion of Ken Iohnson
as Director of Accounting. He has done an
admirable job for us in the past, and we feel
he will continue to be a great asset to our
program with his new responsibilities."
Iohnson, a public and corporate accountant for 11 years before joining the
Harding faculty, holds C.P.A. certificates in
Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas. He was
employed as accountant by SperryRemington (now Sperry-Vickers) in Searcy
for two years . and was also a member of the
Searcy accounting firm of Angel, Humphrey
and Iohnson.
Married to the former Mary Flippin, the
Johnsons have two children; ~im and
Rebecca, and reside at 1306 Randall Drive
in Searcy.

John D. Gipson, minister for the Sixth
and Izard Church of Christ in Little Rock,
will be the keynote speaker at Harding's
annual Black and Gold Banquet October
30, according to Harding President Clifton
L. Ganus Jr.
Gipson, a graduate of Abilene Christian
University, has been with the Sixth and
Izard congregation since 1968.
Gipson conducts meetings, lectureships
and a weekly television program in ~ddition
to his local work. He serves on the editorial
board for the 20th Century Christian, the
editorial staff of New Life and the advisory
board of The Christian Center for
Psychological Services, Inc.
Gipson is the co-author with Ioe R.
Barnett ofthree books, Happiness . .. Day
and Night. Paths to Peace and Some Quiet
Place. and is also staff writer for several of
the Christian publications.
Gipson is married to the former Beth
Stirman; they have one son and two
daughters.
The Black and Gold Banquet is a
traditional event as a part of Homecoming
activities each year. All alumni are invited to

Get.ting MFA

***

Russell York, Jr. (M.Th.) is working
toward a B.S. degree in Nursing at Memphis
State University and then will attend a
school of anaesthesia. He plans to go into
medical missions. He and wife, Kristi, reside
at 578 Patterson, Memphis, Tenn.

***
James Anders (M.Th.) is serving with the
Church of Christ in Wynne as director of
education, personal work, and counseling.
He and his wife, Helen, reside at 912 East
Bridges. Wynne, Ark. 72396.

***
Steve Puckett (M.Th.) is assistant director
of admissions with Freed-Hardeman
College, Henderson, Tenn. He is also
assistant minister of the White Avenue
church there. He and wife. Cindy, reside at
157 East Main, Henderson. Tenn. 38340.

***

attend the dinner, which will begin at 5:30
p.m. this year, in the American Heritage
Cafeteria. The 1981 Distinguished Alumnus
will be honored during the banquet.

Is·.~~The

Pitts'

Paul Pitt

HARDING UNIVERSITY

Roy G. Sharp (MAR) is minister of the
Brownsville Road Church of Christ in·
Memphis. Tenn. He and wife, Ian , have
three children: Amy Margaret, Jon Benjamin, and Rachel Elizabeth. The family
lives at 3375 Old Brownsville Road
Memphis. Tenn. 38134.

-_--.-MARRIAGES

by Paul Pitt
Assoc. Prof ofArt
I was asked to write about impressions of
my M.F.A. work which is just completed at
Memphis State University. The feelings I
had of apprehension, amazement,
repulsion, agony, discouragement, determination, struggle, encouragement,
fulfillment, and finally ecstasy were
probably normal for the average greenhorn
graduate student in art. Ten years ago when
I did my M.A. at the University of Tulsa the
feelings were similar.
Perhaps the key ~ord in the list above is
struggle. Undergoing a struggle is what I
feel the profe/isors want students to experience because with it comes growth and
some degree of success. Without it there is
lethargy and falling into worn out patterns

After buying boo1csfor thefoll semester, Michelle King ofCommg, Ark. and Bethany Bessent
ofOrange Park, Fla. enjoy afree coke, compliments ofthe Student Association.

children: Candice', Christine aoo Carolyn.
The family lives at 38 Southern Blvd.,
Chatham, N.J. 07928.

of artistic expression. These lack personal
identity and integrity. They may show some
knowledge of art history, craftsmanship,
technique, etc., but they are clumsy excuses
for shaping a future.
Being one's self is more important than
ever before. Churning out art like one's
professor shows heavy influence and some
learning but not struggle. Being willing to
take chances with one's work, trying things
never tried before and risking failure helps
pull out preconceived notions and then nail
down some new ideas. Communication of
these are then fresh and personable.
All this bravery comes, however, after
considerable experience with basic fundamentals and feeds off them just as
beginning -drawings is a foundation for
expression in any media.
The dandy little thesis paper which must
be written is built on the foundation of all
those term papers of the past, the thumbing
through the thesaurus. That work finally
pays off when one must say with words what
has been said with paint, clay or steel. Even
the orals which follow are made easier due
to a foundation of learning and labor.
Before having been "put. through the
paces" I realized I had teachers that really
cared. They were not making it difficult just
to feed their egotism. They, rather, knew
that an artist is much like a baby chick - if
not allowed to struggle out of its shell, it will
die.

Pamela Jean Owens (BA '79) to William
Robert Fear December 19, 19SO in Ft.
- Worth. Texas. Pam is special education
resource teacher at Kennedale, Texas. Her
husband works with General Dynamics in
cost analysis. They reside at 1808 Beacon
Way Drive. Ft. Worth, Texas 76140.
Debra Lynne Beeson (BS '81) to Paul Fike
('81) May 16 in Searcy.
Patricia Bradish (BSN '81) to Thomas Lee
Kloske (BS '80) June 27 in Flint, Mich. Pat
is a registered nurse and Tom is a sales
representative with Blue Cross-Blue Shield.
They reside at 9300 Treasure Hill Apt. 101,
Little Rock, Ark. 72207.
Mary Beth Campbell (AA '79) to David
Dwayne Harrelson May 9 at the Green
Lawn Church of Christ in Lubbock, Texas.
The couple's address is LCC Box 27646,
Lubbock, Texas 79407.
Sue Renee Anderson (AA '80) to Steven
Ulrich (BA '81) May 8. They are both with
Ouachita Christian School in Monroe,
. La. Sue is secretary and teachers' aide while
Steven is a teacher and coach. They reside at
2703 Sterlington Road Apt. 20, Monroe, La.
71203.
Linda M. Johnson (BS '73) to John
Blatnik on February 27, 1981.
Belinda Segraves (BA '81) to Wade
Coggins (BBA '81) August 1 in Searcy.
Steven G. Hankins (BBA '79) to Sherrie
Lynn Pipkin (BBA '81) July 18 in
Blytheville, Ark. Steve is assistant internal
auditor with Hudson Foods in Rogers. He
received the MBA degree in 1980 from the
University of Arkansas in Fayetteville. The
couple resides at 3210 South Thompson,
Apt. B·1, Springdale, Ark. 72764.
Carol Ann Dillard (BS '76) to Gary R.
Sparks (BBA '77) Iuly 18 in Memphis.
Tenn. Gary is controller at a hospital in
Biloxi, Miss. Carol is a medical technologist
at the same hospital.
Gayla Jean Shipp (BA 'SO) to Charles B.
Sanders. Jr. August 1 in TalJahassee,
Fla. The c:>uple is residing in Mobile, Ala.
where both are employed by the Mobile
Christian School.
Mark C. Black (M.Th. '81) to Margo Y.
McMillin (BSN '77) June 6 in Memphis,
Tenn. Mark will begin study this fall at
Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton,
N.J. Margo will work as a registered nurse in
Mercer County Hospital, Trenton. They
reside at 40 Trafalgar Court, Lawrenceville,
N.l.08648.
Gilbert R. Melson (BS '76) to Sharon
Anne Elliott June 12. Melson received the
M.D. degree in May from the University of
Alabama Medical School. He is interning at
Baylor Hospital in Dallas, Texas with a
residency in surgery. The couple live at 8S65
Park Lane No. 103. Dallas, Texas 75231.
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1981-82 Belles and Beaux. left to riglit: Marci Williams of Salado. Texas: Robyn Ransom of
Coshocton. Ohio: David Slater of Dallas. Texas; Glenn Dillard of Tempe. Ariz.; Art Woods
of Corning. Ark.; Stan Manning ofMemphis. Tenn.; Sharon Healy ofBeebe. Ark.; Ron Duer
of Opelika. Ala.; Terry Taylor of Bartlesville. Okla.; Andy Holder of Searcy. Ark.; Susan
Wright ofSearcy. Ark.; Tod Martin ofHouston. Texas; Dr. Cliff Ganus Ill. director; (sitting)
BethJohnson ofHouston. Texas. and Gary Wilson of Waco. Texas.

Daughter, Melody Karol, to John and
Kathy Wolfe ('77) Chaffin July 8 in Bowling
Green, Ky. She joins a brother, Michael, age
2. They reside at Route 4, Longview Subdivision, Russellville, Ky. 42276.
Son, Trent Matthew, to Stan (BA '74) and
Merlene Tayior March 10 in Mt. Vernon,
Mo.
.
Son, Christian Lincoln, to Bob (BA '76)
and Sarah Israel January 6, 1981.
Daughter, Whitney Paige. to Rodney (BA
'71) and Suzanne Holland (BA '71) Waller
August 8 in Arlington, Texas. Whitney joins
David, 7 and Lynsay, 3.
Son, Jordan Stephen, to Steve (BA '73)
and Carol Peterson ('75) Hix February 18-,
1981 in Little Rock, Ark. He joins sister,
.
Jennifer, 6.
Daughter, Mary Leanna, to Randy
(M.Th. (77) and Carol Givens October 10,
1980.
CORRECTION
Daughter, Kara Elizabeth. to Mike ('77)
and Sue Meeker (BA '71) Caldwell May 20
in Searcy. She joins brothers, Christopher, 7
and Ryan. 4.

--_SYMPAlHY

Chorale Members Selected
Auditions have - been completed for
membership in the Harding Chorale for the
1981-82 year and 33 new members are now
listed in the 76-member singing group.
which is under the direction of Cliff Ganus
III.
New sopranos include Chris Batty.
Valparaiso. Ind.; Heidi Bettich.. Red Wing.
Minn.. Ruby Bozarth, Berryville, Ark.;
Kathy Gary, Ringgold, Ga.; Tracy Gentry,
Warren, Mich.; Jeri Harrington, Hartsburg,
Mo.; Stephanie Isaacs, Batesville, Ark.;
Kelly Kehl, 1\.r1ington, Texas; Kim Kosko,
Ormond Beach, Fla.; Lisa LeDoux, Jennings, La.; Stephanie Qualls. Memphis; and
Gail Tillery, Florence, Ala.
Selected as altors are Vicky Balcom, New
Orleans, La.; Jaime Deeter, Kennett, Mo.;
Tammy Falconberry, Nashville, T~nn.;
Sarah Johnson, McAllen, Texas; Karen
Koonce, EI Dorado, Ark.; Beverly McGuire,
Troy, Ill.; and Dee York, Louisville, Ky.

_-:......-_ _ BIRTHS
Son, Trey Edward, to Ed (CCP '81) and
Donna Daman February 23. He joins
brother, James Clifford, 1.
Daughter, Paige Ann, to Jim (CCP '81)
and Jane Tenery September 25, 19SO. She
joins Scott, 11 and Chad, 6.
Son, Michael Brian, to Mike (BA '75) and
Cay Chapman ('77) Adams June 3 in
Riverdale, Ga.
Son, Kevin Michael, to Tim (BA '77) and
Ann Tabor (BA '76) Baur June 24 in Austin,
Texas.
Daughter, Stephanie Nicole, to Fred ('74)
and Marilyn Sheppard ('75) Walker April
28 in Pasadena, Texas. She joins big sister,
Michelle Lynne, 3-112. The family resides at
"-631 Texas Ave., League City, Texas 77573.
Son, Christopher Jehiah, to Ken (BA '77)
and Beverly Choate (BA '76) Dowdy June 10
in Baton Rouge, La.
Son, Christopher Stephen, to Steve
(M.Th. 'SO) and Sharon Marie West ('75)
Adair April 19.
Son, Eric Thomas, to Don ('79) and
Penny Mize (BSN 'SO) Kumpf July 18 in
Searcy.
Daughter; Amber Lee, to Bruce (MAR
'78) and Brinda Rollins January 27, 1981.
Son, Zachary McMillin, to David (BS '77)
and Marlea McMillin ('79) Johnson March
13, 1981.
SOD, Jonathan David, to Mark (M.Th.
'79) and Leslie Penner December 16, 1980.
Son, Christopher Randall, to Randy (BA
Pille 8

_ Three new tenors are Joe Aaron, Searcy;
Phillip Morris, Greenfield, Ind.; and Jerry
Todd Wilson, Waco, Texas.
The basses are Wayne Ard, Richardson,
Texas; Todd Gentry, Troy, 111.; Tim
Hattemer, Troy, III.; Roger Johnson,
McAllen, Texas; Tim Johnson, Jefferson,
Mo.; Kevin Klein, Cristal Lake. 111.; John
Kent, Forestville, Md.; Greg Lucas,
Dothan, Ala.; Steve Richards, Pottsdown,
Pa.; Robby Rogers, N. Charleston, S.C.;
and Terry Yates, Fayetteville, Ark.
The Chorale .will _sQllg on the Searcy
campus during the World Missions
Workshop and the Bible Lectureship in
October and in January will participate in
the Christian College Choral Festival to be
h~ld at Oklahoma Christian College in
Edmond. Next May the group will make a
three-week tour to the West Coast.
The Chorale is completing a recording of
hymns of praise~
-
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'76) and LaJuana Case (BA '75) Gill June 1 1
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Son, Bryan Daniel, to Mike and Janet
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Son, Micheal Scott, to Micheal (BA '78)
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and Jeannie Coker (BSN '78) Cagle July 10
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Daughter. Hannah Tipton, to Jim (BS
i I
'74) and Dale Hunter (BA '74) Lane July 16
I ClASSES OF '31, '36, '41, '4&, '51, •
in Searcy. She joins brother, Hunter, 3.
...
1
'51 (MIor . ., '61, '66, '71, '76
Daughter, Laura Jeanne, to Joe and Paula
...
1
Woods (BA '74) Corser March 31, 1981 in '
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31
1AWl.,,,, a.ua I OIlWIlAT1OIIAL IEUlLlOis
Rochester, Minn.
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I WILL BE USTtD IN THE lOBIY OF TIf£ •
Daughter, Anna-Marie, to Larry (BS '71)
AMERICAI HEIITAGE BUILDING
•
and Jenna DeVore (BSN '77) Frank Sep•
I
tember 9, 19SO in St. Lollis, Mo.
Son, Frank Douglas, to Jeff (BA '80) and
Tracy Linderman ('82) Phillips August 1 in
Austin, Texas.
Son, Aaron William, to Chris (BA '79)
and Sharon Faye Bradley ('78) Harper
January 6 in Nelson, Mo.
Daughter, Lindsay Paige, to Terry (BS
$
'75) and Pam Greenwood June 27 in
Shreveport, La.
BE SUIE YOU HAVE CHECKED THE APPROPRIATE BUlliS ABOVE. SEIID YOUR ORDER AID
Daughter, Alison Leigh, to Steve (BA '79)
•
YOUI CHECK . . . WITH ASELf-ADDRESSED; STAMPED EIlVELOPE OR • FOI HMO. •
and Sharon Goad (BA '79) Johnson May 4
LINe, 10 DI. JIMMY CAlI,IOIIW, HAIDIIC UIIVEISITT, SEAICY, AlWlSAS 72143. :
in Jefferson City, Mo.
Daughter, Elizabeth Ann, to Gerry and
Sandra ~b (BA '69) Guillot May 17 in
Little Rock, Ark.
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European Tou~ Group 'Not Slowed by Anything'
by Elizabeth Mason
(Ed. Note: The following is Mrs.

Mason's account of the tour she made
with eleven students May 13-June 25.)
"This was certainly the most diverse
group I ever tried to herd; therefore, we
ended up I::ach doing his own thing. I
think it was because these were all,
except for one sophomore and one
junior, graduate students and teachers.
They knew what they wanted to see. A
fellow all wrapped up in modem art
wasn't wanting to waste too much time
with the Medieval paintings, nor did the
lover of Ancient or Renaissance art want
to miss a thing in order to see some latest
painted pipe of Dewayne Hansenbaum.
But none missed much, anyway. We saw
a lot.
"Amsterdam may not be the best
place to start, but it was the beginning
for our six week tour of Europe. We
rushed through Amsterdam, had the
pleasure of being thrown off a super
T.E.E. train and arrived in Koln for the
first night. The Koln Cathedral is the
largest French Gothic in Northern
Europe and is jammed up against the
railroad station and the Rhine river. We
gleefully climbed (and the first climb is
always gleeful) the 475 steps to the top of
the gothic monster. Even at the end of
the six weeks and many sights and
dozens of climbs the group referred to
the Koln as one of the best.
"Part of the fun, benefit and experience of traveling is in mixing and
lea.m ing from people. For some reason,
most of the men we visited with the first

ART TOUR GROUP - During their five-week tour qfEurope last May, members pause
for a group shot. From left. they are Mike Foster. Professor Elizabeth Mason. Kay
Banta. Glenda Buchanan. Denise Davenport. Celia Rice. Sarah Smith, Frank James.
leriel McGinnjs. Bill Long and Lisa Wampler Kratzer.
few days on the train, all flipped their
coat lapels up and proudly showed their
Communist Lenin pin. I wanted to ask
why they pid it but language barriers
hindered any political discussions. I also
wanted to ask one, a top dog from Milan,

why he had been to Western Germany to
get his teeth fixed? Why not behind the
Iron Curtain?
"We lucked into Nuremberg on a
festival day. We had a fun day there and
introduced some to their first wiener-

schnitzel. By now the gang had learned
that home away from home is the
railroad station. We took our only
guided tour in Vienna. That is the best
way to learn a city quickly and get
through a palace. Vienna is such a
classic lady of a city and everyone enjoyed it. There is just one Italy - full of
art, emotion, love and people. The
Communists are working so hard .there,
and the 24-hour nuisance strikes are
common. We hit a bus strike in Padua.
That wasn't a bother, though, because
we usually walked.
"Florence is still a place you can't see
in one trip. The meals at the Harding
University - Florence villa were great; the
personnel just make it one big home. It is
certainly wonderful to have headquarters
in the City of Art, and with the Eurail
pass, the whole of Europe is yours. You
could make an opera in Milano, or a
weekend on Elba or in Switzerland. It's
hard to realize all of Italy would fit .in
Arkansas.
"We lost people; we got split up and
waved as some sped by on the wrong
train. We spent one whole night riding
buses in Rome, because of hunting a tiny
substation where some latecomers had
stashed their luggage and knew not
where. We were lucky about illness.
Colds, a couple of brief cases of upset
stomach,. and two seasicknesses on the
channel crossing were about it. A few
jeans and skirts were brushed by fenders
and bikes, but that is par for Europe. No
one was really slowed down by anything.
It was a good trip."

Polish "Transfer Student Bent on 'Discovering America'

,

Urszula Bielecka relaxes on campus as she enjoys. taking a break from clas.res.
HARDING UNIVERSITY

by Sharon Bates
"I feel like Columbus, discovering
America," said Urszula Bielecka, a,
Polish student attending Harding
University this fall.
The 22-year-old, known to family and
friends as "Ula." is sponsored and
supported while in America by members
of the College and North Street Church
of Christ in Mountain Home. Ark.
Ula lives in Wroclaw, a city of about
600,000 popUlation in southwestern
Poland. She attended the University of
Wroclaw for three years, majoring in
English language and literature.
Polish students are requiroo to study
English in high school but can start
earlier if their parents want them to, so
Ula began studying English when she
was 12. As a transfer student at Harding,
she's not sure what her grade point will
be, but she will have no difficulty in
communicating.
"I had quite a lot of linguistic
preparation," she said fluently.
Miss Bielecka first heard about the
school from Harding students who were
on a missionary campaign in Poland
several years ago. It was through
friendships U1a developed with them
that she decided to continue her
education at Harding. Last winter U1a
began actively working on her trip to
America, but it was a long, slow process.
Eventually she received a passport.
"It's easier to leave the country now.
That was one of the grievances of
Solidarity - the problem of getting
out," she said. "Before, if someone -,
4:ecided to stlU' longer than they were'
supposed to, or decided to emigrate

when they' were supposed to come bac~
to Poland, the government wouldn't let
others in the family go anywhere." The
law is now being changed. she said, SQ
there will be "no more collective
responsibility. "
In the past. most Poles traveled within
the Socialist bloc because the exchange
rate was less favorable in non-Socialist
countries. Economics aside, "a funny "
thing" brought about by Solidarity "is
that it's now easier to travel to Western
countries," said Ula. Officials in the
Eastern countries "don't want us coming
there; they're afraid of their people
catching the Polish disease."
Solidarity. she asserted, "is not just
blue collar workers" but a movement
that also involves academics and doctors:
"a thing that really unites the people, the
university professor and the worker."
The system. she conceded. has merits.
"You don't pay for schools, for doctors,
or medical expenses," she said.
Her parents hope to be able to take a
vacation abroad, and would like to see
this country, among others. "A
vacation," she stressed. "They love
Poland, and I do too."
But U1a is not unhappy in Arkansas.
"Harding is everything I expected, and
so much more," she said. "I am overwhelmed by the spirit oflove and warmth
radiated by the people here."
During her stay in America, U1a is
looking forward to discovering new
things - a sometimes painful, often
joyous process. ' New ideas, customs,
perspectives and friends are some of the
things she hopes to discover. And from
all indications, she is off to a good start.
Paae9
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Left to right, Mrs. Alpha Neal, Mrs. Lorrme Carnahan arul Clamace McDaniel (ma7IGger)
pose inside the new addition at the laundry.

Harding Laundry Announces
Opening of New Addition
August 2S was the date for the formal
grand openipg of the new addition at the
Harding Laundry located on Park Street.
Thirty-six more washers and 18 dryers
are now available to students, and according- to Clarence McDaniel, laundry
manager, the expansion was warranted
in order to relieve overcl'owding of the
existing facilities.
McDaniel feels that the expansion will
help to uphold the main reasons for the
existence of the washateria: convenient
location and flexible hours for students,
and proceeds to channel back into
Harding's budget. "We like to be here
when they need us," said McDaniel,
reflecting the motto of the Harding
Laundry, "and with our additional units,
we should be able to do this better than
ever before."
McDaniel, who got his start as an
employee at Searcy Laundry for two and
one-half years, has managed the Harding
Laundry for the past 16 years. "We offer
a friendly atmosphere and competitive
prices with the businesses in town," he
said.
"In fact," he said, "We have a few
advantages, including convenient
location, somewhat lower prices, and the
fact that Harding will benefit in some
way from every dollar spent at the
laundry.!'
A new $20,000 dry cleaning machine,
which can process about 300 pounds of
laundry during a normal working day,
has been installed recently as part of the
effort to update facilities and keep
abreast of student needs. Alterations are
also a service of the laundry, he noted.
McDaniel encouraged all students to
tour the laundry facilities on campus and
to offer their suggestions for improvements.
He and his wife have two children:
Tammy, 17, and Tim, 18. McDaniel's
favorite hobby is photography, and he
prefers landscapes over portraits. He
uses an Olympus 35 millimeter SLR
camera.
He is assisted at the laundry by four
full-time employees an4 one part-time
student worker. One employee, James
White, has been there a few months
longer than McDaniel. Mrs. Lorene
Carnahan is a nine-year veteran of the
staff, and newcomers include Mrs. Alpha

Neal and Mrs. Emma Pannell. Mark
Brown is a student assistant.
McDaniel noted that their work is of a
seasonal nature, with more dry cleaning
in the winter months and more laundry
in the spring and summer. A rule of
thumb he tries to follow is to keep half as
many dryers as washers on hand.
He mentioned that despite the best
efforts of the laundry staff, some
materials do unexpected things like
shrink or fade. This usually occurs with
materials which are not labeled, McDaniel said. On other occasions, some
cllStomers auto~~tica.llY as~ume that
their dothes are at the laundry if they are
not in a closet at home, he said.
"But in general," he concluded, "our
customers expect good service and they
get it at the Harding Laundry."

W. Bruce Cook has joined the Harding
University public relations staff as director
of information.
A 1977 graduate of the University of
Arkansas-Little Rock, Cook earned his
master's degree and teacher certification at
Harding 1980. He was an English major and
was actively involved in studen!
publications. For the past year he has been a
reporter-photographer for the Cabot StarHerald.
"We're especially pleased to be able to
add Bruce to our staff and feel he will be a
real asset to the Harding program," Stanley
Green, director of public relations said.
Cook will coordinate the release of institutional news and will be involved in the
preparation of cOpy and features 'for the
University publications.
A native of Little Rock and a 1971
graduate of Ole Main High School, Cook
attended Freed-Hardeman College in 197172. He is, serving as project director of a
grant from the Arkansas Endowment tor
the Humanities. He is writing "The History
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BruceCoolc
of McRae, Arkansas and the Surrounding
Area" under that grant.
At Harding, the 28-year-old Cook, was a
member of Society of Collegiate Journalists,
Sigma Tau Delta honor society and a
graduate assistant in the English Department. He was a staff member of the Bison
and the Petit Jean, University student
pJlblications.

Time of Day 'Re1eases Album:
'Sayin' ~t While There's Time'
The Harding UniverSity "Time of Day"
has released a new album called "Sayin' It
While There's Time," the fourth record in
the to-year history ofthe group. The album
features 14 songs, including the traditional
"Snap, Crackle, Pop" routine and contemporary numbers such as "All the Gold"
and "Crazy Love."
The trio is made up of Jon Woodroof of
$earcy. a fQul'~year vet~ran of the group,
Clay Sturgeon of Phoenix, Ariz., in his
second year as a member, and Johnny
Bowman of Morrilton, who joined the group
in January.
Woodroof, a senior, is-majoring in both
journalism and management. He plays

guitar, bass and banjo on the stage.
Sturgeon, a senior music education major,
transferred to Harding from Michigan
Christian College in Rochester. He plays
both the guitar and bass. Bowman, a
transfer student from. David Lipscomb
College in Nashville, Tenn., is studying preoptometry. He plays guitar and bass. The
song "Gravy on a Bucket Lidl ' from the
album was composed by his father.
The "Time of Day" was organized in
1971 and performs at youth rallies, college
night programs and school assemblies, as
well as for other special events. The
musicians have scheduled fall performances
in Arkansas, Missouri, West Virginia,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Oklahoma,
Texas, Tennessee, Georgia and Alabama,
and a week~long tour in Florida that will
include a concert at Walt Disney World.
"Sayin' It While There's Time" is
available for purchase through the Harding
University Admissions Office at $7 for
record or cassette.

Three Night Classes
Draw 52 Students
Fifty-two students enrolled for the three
night classes offered for the fall semester as
a community extension service.
The computing class proved to be the
most popular with 24, the capactiy number,
enrolling. An additional 15 registered for
the class in accounting principles and 13 in
the basic management course.
"We're especially pleased with our
enrollment," said Dr. Jimmy Carr, assistant
to the president. "This is our first attempt at
such a program and we think it has excellent growth potential."

Record Enrollment
At Graduate School
Nine young ladies.from six states have been chosen as 1981-82 Bison cheerleaders. From left
to right, row one: Cindy Whitfield of Jacksonville, Ark. and Vickie Maynard of Prentiss,
Miss. Row two: Pam Torrey of Sarasota, Fla.; Lindi Williams oj West Monroe, La. and Joy
Gregg of Columbiana. Ohio. Row three: Lori Pittman of Proctorville, Ohio; Lisa Wilson of
Little Rock. Ark.; Sandy McKee of Newport, Ark. and Angie Hutchinson of Dallas, Texas.

. One hundred forty-eight students
enrolled this summer for classes at the
Harding Graduate School of Religion, a
record enrollment for summer school. This
broke the previous record of 142 which was
first set in 1978.
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Bison Gridders 'Open;" Season Wittl"1'2;..6ViclorY"':
,

Harding tailback Tony McCoy (23) sweepsfor 15 yards in the Bisons' 12-6 victory over Lane College. McCoy, a S-8, 17Spound junior from Texarkana. Texas, picked up 46 yards on 10 carries. Clearing the way jor McCoy is Pat Brown (31). (photo by Greg Green)

Cross Country Team Sweeps AIC Opener
Inexperience could be the watchword for
the 1981 Harding University cross country
squad. With four all-conference performers
grad-,~ated from last year's Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference championship
team: the Bisons return only two proven
runners to make a bid for their eleventh
consecutive conference crown.
Harding opened its season with a victory
over four conference opponents in the
Ouachita Baptist University Invitational
September 10.
In last year's banner season, the Bisons
swept the AIC-NAIA District 17 Championship and went on to capture tenth in the
national NAIA meet at Kenosha, Wis. Senior Richard Teixeira won his third
consecutive AIC-District 17 Individual
Championship and earned NAIA AIlAmerican honors for the second year in a
row with a 25th place in the national meet.
"Last year's team was probably the best
we've had at Harding. I know it was the best
I've had since I've been here," Coach Ted
Lloyd said. "This year we're going to have to
rely.on all of the men to take up the slack."
Back to lead the Bison team are Carter
Lambert and Joe O'Conor. Lambert, a
senior from Pearl, Mississippi, was the
runner-up in last year's AlC Championships
and is an NAJA indoor track All-American
in the two-mile run. He is also an All-AIC
honoree. O'Conor, a junior from Shelter
Island, New York, placed ninth in the
conference last year and won AII-AIC
recognition for the paSt two yeatS.
Lloyd will look to five middle distance
runners to back La~bert and O'Conor.
They are Marty Sewell from St. Charles,
Missouri, Jeff Westover from Sidney, Ohio,
Daryl Soules from Anchorage, Alaska,
Tomy Sitton from Avondale Estates,
Georgia, and Alan Adams of Brentwood,
Tennessee. All are entering their second
year on the Bison team.
Newcomers to the team include Mitch

Carter L"mben

JoeO'ConOT

McCohn of New London, Ohio, Jerry Harris
of Lawrenceville, Georgia, Ron Norwood of
Cheyenne, Wyoming, Ken Berry of Little
Rock, Cossie Chandler of Cincinnati, Ohio,

Travis Crowe of Madill, Oklahoma, Steven
Hubbard of Brentwood; Tennesse, John
Woodell of ~arcy, and Jimmy Alderice of
Madison, Tennessee.

Women's Team Premiers This Fall '
Twenty-one athletes are candidates for
Harding University's first women's cross
country team, according to head coach Ted
Lloyd.
"It's difficult to know exactly how they
will be able to compete," Lloyd said. "Many
of the girls competed in high school, but it
has been a while and they are learning all
over agabl.. We're inexperienced but I
believe we should compare favor~bly with
the other conference schools."
The women will run a1 the 5000 meter
distance in most meets, Lloyd said.
"

Athletes who make up the team are Kim
Adams of Dallas, Texas; Lee Belew of
Romance, Ark.; Kim Castle of Longmont, -

Colo.; Anna Ciccone of Orland Park, Ill.;
LeAnn Eno of Boise, Idaho;
Tiny Fraley of Turrell, Ark.; Sherry
Harris of Lawrenceville, Ga.; Gina Hodel of
Naperville, III.; Cheryl Hostetler of
LaGrange, Ind.; Meneia Gilbert of
Rochester, N.Y.; Karen Koonce of EI
Dorado, Ark.;
Denise McCoy of Ashdown, Ark.; Angela
Pyland of Searcy, Ark.; Teresa Reeh of
Shreveport, La.; Tamie Rix of Marion, Ill.;
Wanda Stone of Hope, Ark.; Elaine Sutton
of Burns Flatt, Okla.;
,
Donna ThedfJrd of Syracuse, N.Y.;
Marla Upton of Greenwood, Ind.; Sharon
Westover of Sidney, Ohio and .Matci
Williams of Salado, Texas.

A rigorous fall training paid eari:
dividends as the Harding University Bison$
opened the 1981 season with an impressive
12-6 victory over Lane College in Jackson,
Tenn.
, Junior quarterback Kyle Blickenstaff of
Boise, Idaho led the Bisons with a one-yard
touchdown and nine completions in 27:
attempts for 93 yards. Sophomore
Iinebackt(r Greg Poston of Memphis set up
the game-winning score by blocking and
recovering a Lane punt in the fourtl'
quarter.
Poston and defensive end Ron Kohlbranv
of Merritt Island, Fla. recorded impressivt
defensive performances. Kohlbrand wa~
nominated for the NAIA Defensive Player 0 f
the Week for posting seven tackles, nine
.ckl~ assists .and one and one-half quar·
terback sacks and a fumble recovery.
An improved ground game complemented ~lickenstlj.ffs passing. Fullback
Pat Brown of Greenville, Texas had SO yards
on 12 carries and tailback Tony McCoy of
Texarkana, Texas had 46 yards - on 16
carries.
Harding will host Arkansas Tech October
10 and Livingston University (Ala.) October
17. Homecoming is set for October J1 when
the Bisons will play the University of
Arkansas-Monticello.
Harding's bare-footed kicking specialist.
sophomore Steve Hunter of Temple, Texas,
provided the early points for the Bisons with
field goals of 28 and 40 yards.
The defensive unit stopped the Dragons
with only 85 yards total offense. A first
quarter goal line stand repelled the Lant
runners four times from the Bison one-yard
line.
Providing leadership for this year's team
are six seniors. They are two returning AIIAIC performers Lafe Caton of Inola, Okla.,
and Roy Kirkland of Cabot, Ark.,; and Klay
Barett of Dallas, Texas; Dain Clark of Pavo,
Ga.; Charles Cross of Drayton Plains,
Mich., and Nicky Valls of Corpus Christi,
Texas.

BISON BITS":'" Basketball coach Jess
Bucy will serve on the NAIA National
Rating Committee for the 1981-82 season.
The committee serves as the voting panel of
coaches who will determine the weekly
leaders in NAIA basketball ... Joe Boyle,
who was the 1968 cross country champion,
is serving as assistant cross country coach
this year while pursuing graduate studies ..
. Former Bison footballers who are serving
as graduate assistants this season are Ron
Dicken, Scott Ragsd~le, Jim Gentry, Doug '
Nickerson, and Kerry Th~mpson.

1981-82 Bison Basketball
Nov. 16
Nov. 17
N... 20-21
Nov. 28
DIe. 1
Dec. 4-5
Dec. 8
DIe. 19

Jan..

Jan. 7
...... I
Jln. 11
Jan. 14
Jill. 1&
Jan. 18
Jan. 21
JIK. 25
Jan. 28
Jan. 30
Fa. 1
Feb. 4
Fa I
Feb. 11
Fa 13
Fell. 15
Feb. 18
FaU

Evangel College. . . . . . . . . . .. Away
School ofthe Ozarks . . . . . ... Away

""dine u~ TOIIIIIIII!tIIt.

John Blown University . • • • • ••
E......I CoIItie .. .. .. .. ...
McDonald's Classic. . . . . . . ..
Christian Brothers College. . . ..
John Brawn ilnillrsity. • • • • .•
CoIItp of tile Oza~. .......
University of Central Arkansas·.
Schaal of tile Ozarb.. .. ....
llrUlISIS Ttch UniIInity* • . ••
Arkansas College· l . . . . . • . . . .

Hom,
Away

Home
Awiy
Away
Home
Harne
Away

Home
Home
i\way

Oucbill Blplist UnilllSity* •• Hom.
Uof A-Monticello·. . . . . . . . ..
Hendrix College·. . . . . . • . . ..
SautIIem ArUIISIS Ulliwnity*.
Henderson State Uniwersity* . ..
College of the Ozarhs* . . . . . ..
UIIhInitJ of
Arkansas Tech University*. . . ..
IIrURm CoIIIaI·.. .. . .. ...
Ouachita Baptist University*. ..
Uof II-1IIItiaIIo· .. • .. • ...

CentrII........

Away
Away'
HallIe
Away
Away

IIome

Away

IIome
Away

......

IIHdriI CoIII&I••, ••••••• " " -

Southern Arkansas University".. Away

........ SI*~•. !. . . . . .
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Clockwise. "Bucky" Walters, sc/zeduled to speak at Harding Oct. 5, leads a tour group through Valley Forge National Park.
Pa, ... Juice Newton belts out a soulful tune to Harding students at a concert Sept. 14 ... Steve Ma"s of Tulsa, Okla. enjoys
a mouthful ofbanana split during theJu GoJu-Galaxy Banana Split Sare Sept. 15 (Photo by lim Brad)ey)
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